
11KV OUTDOOR VCB 

KIOSK TYPE KS 12

Breaker type KS12 is a 3 phase, 12kV outdoor

kiosk, horizontal drawout fixed type, outdoor

vacuum circuit breaker. The breaker is fully type

tested and conforms to IEC 62271-100/200.

The breaker has both mechanical and electrical

close/open facilities. The breaker is rated for a

maximum current, voltage and breaking capacity of

630A, 12kV and 16 kA respectively.

The important features of this breaker are :

?A Sturdy Compact, maintenance free mechanism

suitable for 100000 (one hundred thousand)

Operations.

?Compact Design (720W x2300H x1440D )

?Reciprocating Bar operates all 3 phase drives.

?Independent support under all the 3 Interrupters

ensures simultaneity of pole operations.

?Trip free, silent Spring Charging Operation.

?Suitable for hot/humid/tropical atmosphere (IP55

degree of protection)

?Draw out breakers on roller base for easy

maintenance.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

The VCB is mounted on a withdrawable fixed truck which is inserted in VCB chamber & bolted. It is equipped

with a common drive for the three interrupters, housed in epoxy resin cast housing. The breaker can be

provided with 24 pin plug & socket arrangement for easy draw out. The breaker is operated by a motor wound

spring charge mechanism. The breaker can be provided with A.C. series tripping and emergency shunt

tripping in addition to local emergency manual tripping arrangements. It has two mechanically driven flags to

show the status of breaker operation (i.e. ON/OFF) and the status of spring (i.e. charged/free).

The copper bus bars are air insulated with PVC sleeves. The terminals are brought out through roof bushings

on the top of the Kiosk. The complete breaker along with CTs, PTs, and instrument panel are housed in a sheet

metal enclosure of 3mm thickness.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS :
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Type reference

Applicable standard

Rated voltage

1 min A.C withstand test level

Impulse withstand

Current ratings

Operating sequence

Rated short circuit withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current

Degree of protection

Ks12

IEC 62271-100, IS 13118

12kV

35kV

75kVp

630A

O-0.3SEC.-CO-3MIN-CO

16kA for 3Secs.

40kA peak

16kA rms

40kA peak

 IP55


